Minimum variance based fusion of fundamental and second harmonic ultrasound imaging: Simulation and experimental study.
Harmonic imaging is widely used in clinical ultrasound due to its higher resolution in comparison with fundamental mode. However, the low amplitude of harmonic components in this imaging method is a crucial problem, resulting in a high sensitivity to noise, while the fundamental imaging is more robust against noise. To exploit the benefits of both the fundamental and harmonic imaging, we propose a minimum variance (MV)-based adaptive combination of fundamental and harmonic images. The performance of the proposed mixing-together MV (MTMV) beamformer is evaluated on simulated and experimental RF data. The results of the simulated point targets show that in the regions near of point targets, where the desire signals exist, the proposed MTMV beamformer mostly follows the MV-beamformed harmonic image to retain a better resolution. In the regions far from the point targets, where there is just noise, it follows the MV-beamformed fundamental image to benefit from more robustness. Also, the results of the simulated and experimental cyst phantoms indicate that MTMV reduces the background noise level and improves the contrast without compromising the high resolution of the MV-beamformed harmonic image. In the simulated cyst phantom, in comparison to DAS (fundamental), DAS (harmonic), MV (fundamental), MV (harmonic), and wavelet fusion, the image contrast ratio (CR) is increased, in average, about 5.2 dB, 3.5 dB, 1.5 dB, 3.6 dB, and 2.8 dB, respectively. The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) is significantly improved; about 59%, 53%, 41%, 37%, and 24%, respectively. In the experimental cyst phantom, these relative improvements are about 6.6 dB, 3.5 dB, 4.2 dB, 2.1 dB, and 3.8 dB for CR, and about 64%, 52%, 25%, 33%, and 33%, for CNR, respectively.